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Wotlk moonkin druid guide

Game: Fury of Lich King Content Type: Game Guide, Welcome to the DPS Guide, Druid Balance for World of Warcraft, Fury of Lich King 3.3.5a. The first build for a new player with low gear involves a lot of mana-related abilities, the second is an all-around raid build for players with better gear. You may make some tweaks according to your assault needs. Glyph's Fire Star,
Glyph's Moonfire, Glyph's Star, Glyph's Unburdened Rebirdened Of Wild Symbol of Thorn Gems is a situation and depends on creation and equipment. They are used to reach the necessary stat caps, refresh the DoTs when leaving the eclipse. If in an eclipse, then use Doom or Starfire, if the eclipse is just proc-ed and the DoTs are down: refresh the swarm of insects for the sun,
Moonfire will be the first to be eclipsed. For lunar If Eclipse just ends and dots are down: refresh the swarm of insects if you just come out of the lunar, refresh the Moonfire if you just come out of solar energy. Hit - &gt; Magic -&gt; Strike Critical Strike -&gt; Haste -&gt; Spirit -&gt; Intellect spells all must spell hit 17% (446 points) for lvl 83 boss We get 7% of our ability: the balance of
power and the fyford improve, what is left is to get 10% (or 263 points) from gear, gems or other movies. The next major strike is not effective because we get out of our talents and debuffs, such as improving the swarm of insects, improving the Faerie fire, the lunar eclipse, the cap for haste, is 585 points (unbuffed) the logic behind it is if we add more Haste. Then, combined with
the nature of Grace will cause the angry cooldown to be lower then the world cooldown (1 second), which will spoil the cobrel [Uitatul] statistics. 06 April 2010 Post: 3551 Topics: 214 Location: Romania Reputation: 279 Votes: 54 0 0 0 Table of Contents [show] General is druid balance, you can perform a number of roles with a number of aims. The center of these Moonkin moonkin
forms a moongin, a form that has provided druids with 30 points invested in trees with balanced abilities. Chicken, or laser chicken. Because of several changes to BC and WOTLK, previous serious threats and their mana problems have been resolved. Similarly to the (now often fatal) Paladin. The (Loladin) title penalty is still more in reference to the past than any real current
issue... in Moonkin form you get a percentage bonus to score armor from the list. Armor ratings from charm and agility will not multiply. Please note that this is equivalent to a bear form bonus and Moonkin is a very survivable advantage with other wheels, please note that most you won't have preventive statistics, so care is still recommended. Aura provides an opportunity to attack
all members or members. The ability to regain mana when your single target spell succeeds in major protests. Moon Kin These are important in the outstanding key ones below: in the various patches that lead to WOTLK, gifts or marks of the forest, minus the curse and venom Abolish are all allowed to throw in moonkin patterns. Making sure the curse And GoTW is restored to
the player who is often killed as the responsibility of the balance. Spells and balanced spells are essentially focused around doing magic damage to enemies and crowd control. Within the casting cycle PvPe cast circuit samples will include fire, moonfire, swarms of insects, starfire and doom. This fairy fire is an important magic of PV, causing debuff armor. Once the charisma
points are used to get the Faerie Fire update, then the chance of an attack to hit will increase by 3% and will increase your significant strike chance of damage spells by 3% this spell will almost certainly be used to attack the boss and should be reused following any form of fending in pvp, apart from the useful armor of this spell debuff will allow druids to keep the Rogues from
disappearing in pvp. This swarm of insects is dot moonkin's secondary and another important role. Spells cause their chances of being hit with melee and long-range attacks by 3% and cause natural damage of more than 12 seconds. Moonfire in Moonkin casting around is a lack of explosive parts of the damage, reducing the threat problem. Moonfire has a double role in druid's
arsenal before, if druid allows the DoT to run its course it will provide a powerful supplement of mana with solid reason to DPS. In long-term battles (like most boss battles), druids Balance generally should avoid Moonfire spam unless they are confident that they have sufficient mana restoration that they will effectively have a spare mana at the end of the battle. Spam is often used
to kill off escapes. In PvP, when used for spam-style bomb damage, Moonfire is the least effective mana of spells of druid damage to the minimum damage per point of mana used (DPM) should use Moonfire by allowing dot to finish the job. With Glyph's Starfire Spell, this is the powerful and powerful DoT for moonkin invasion with many endless game idols have changed so that
the benefits in each tick of Moonfire it is almost important to give Moonfire at least one goal but put it on several goals, allowing it to happen more often, Wrath fury is one of the cornerstones of the standard Moonkin damage cycle. It causes natural damage. It is mainly used in part of the Cast Eclipse cycle. When used in this cycle, the angry gains from bonuses are damaged, and
can be viewed as a fast-burning part of the circuit, as it often procs with nature grace to cause near-earth cooling down toss-speed. Starfire is one of the pillars of the standard Moonkin damage cycle. Starlight's special abilities should be filled out for all Druids balances and give Starfire time to throw 3s as it is the hardest druid spell but also a long casting time This makes it
generally a PvA spell, but when used effectively in PvP its high damage can cause death. It is mainly used in part of the Cast Eclipse cycle. When used in this cycle, starfire profits from bonuses to major strikes, and can be viewed as a hard burning part of the circuit. It gets a huge crit bonus, causing procs with Nature Grace to make 1-2 second speed high throw damage. Due to
this high likelihood, critting this often ends at a time when Moonkin is infact attracting mana and achieves a large each throw size. A good cast circuit of moonfire/stars, combined with the symbol of Starfire can result in a very powerful mana or even a positive part of the battle. The threat posed by a major Starfire strike could be as large as starfire crits that are worth a large shock
damage. The lunar eclipse process should be carefully handled. Other key spells This page is being written again: it will include the top part of the cyclone, the discarded poison, the Decurse, the cyclone, the cyclone, the cyclone, the cyclone, the cyclone, the cyclone, the cyclone, the cyclone, the Thorns, StarFalls and Hurricanes. Unlike Polymorph, the enemy's health will not
increase, but it does not have a period of similar spells, such as Cyclone Banish, it reduces the return on PvP and PvP, lasting 6 seconds to throw the first to a single goal, 3 seconds to throw. Seconds in the second toss, and 1.5 seconds on After throwing three goals, they are immune to this spell. This is a special attack magic for mind-controlled characters. While it does not have
a period of sheep, it is immune to damage. Make a quick reaction to Moonkin, in addition to major attacks on the battle, such as the Lady. What features, gear and spec precisely are open to debate, and it's a lot of questions of taste and gameplay as it is really difficult. Finally, the following rules should follow for The Boomkin PvA: Achieve a spell-beating cap (usually 262 for Raid
Spec). Change from just dinged to raid ready inside achieving Hitcap as Moonkin progresses with gear, they should always concentrate on the spell. Players should not pass up the chance to get Haste Capped when approaching the game, hitcap and soft car limits are reached, and crit should prioritize. There are similar methods for PvP Moon Kin often worth some of the spell
piercings that are intended to, and then the spell power, crit and dash will peak depending on the purpose and purpose of creation. These are intended to be maximed as a second priority to spell damage. Mp5 is typically the least desirable Moonkin statistic. Krit is what restores mana for the Moonkin attack. Both spirits and intellect increase overall spell power depending on your
specifications. In PvP, the short life expectancy of a player means that extended casting is not expected: Innervate and Yamana of some sort are often chosen with talent, mana regeneration and statistics directed for survival or damage. Please note that the above is a loose guide, even inside the balance tree, there are different methods and details. Solo Druids works well as a
solo class. Pull magical enemy creatures to pull them away from other creatures to gang up on you. Learn the maximum distance of the anger spell (36 yards against the balanced ability of Nature Reach) and stay in the habit of casting from there. While the doom bolt continues to travel to the enemy, cast Moonfire, follow this with the roots that enter the trumpet. Move back to your
anger and repeat limits. Don't be tempted to switch to bear form - you have the equivalent armor bonus to form moonkin, as well as crowd control available. If heavy damage or interruption If you run out of mana while soloing creatures, a root patchwork can save your life. Root the creature, then just stand back and wait for your mana to regenerate. When you have enough mana,
throw the roots into the fryer again. If there is no strength or Treat yourself, otherwise throw it again. Repeat the process. Patchwork of roots destroys a small amount. When you feel comfortable with your health vs health, the creatures go back to destroying it. Note: This tip may not work if your soul is very low, practicing up first aid for healing during the battle to save mana and
maintain maximum performance while you level, don't forget about your Innervate abilities, which is very useful because it has changed to a 3-minute base cooldown. As you become more powerful, you will find killing mobs quite easily. The very standard technique for properly leveled edible booms or gears is to load yourself in advance with restoration, and perhaps lifebloom
jumps to moonkin form, then DOT 4-7 enemies with moonfire and swarms of insects. Your increased armor combined with a little healing should mean you will survive several opposing battles. Draw these add together a pop of paddy skin and then space them down with a hurricane. This method makes levelling, questing and grinding very effective. Grouping is a common
misconception that druids are hybrid classes where they are able to approach but mismatch pure DPS classes, although warlock/mage has a large arsenal of DPS spells, specced druids can properly match and in some cases beyond dps of warlocks/magicians. Blizzard has said they want hybrid classes to approach DPS's very close virgin classes in the wrath of Lich King,
although druids in the balance specifications may have fewer DPS mage/warlock druids to form a moon kin with grief values similar to that of warriors giving them more flexibility. Memes/Warlocks are sensitive to melee damage, and the high armor of the moon kin seriously alleviates this problem and gives them a small margin. In the raids. However, The Druids Balance is one of
the most effective classes in AoMe DPS practice, their Starfall spells and hurricanes, allowing them to effectively throw two spells. AoMe at the same time Attacking spells and throwing around how boomin attacks are affected by a number of aims and guidelines. Common basics include: As with all wheels, players are advised to use the ability to increase their chances of hitting.
Moonkin's talent resulting in a hitcap of 262 gears should be selected to ensure that this hitcap reaches, but not overshot - there is no advantage to overcome this. While individual options should be selected and tweaked, eclipse talent must be selected for a powerful endgame raid. Compared to other classes, it must be noted that the balance druid wheels and mana technicians
are quite unique. Your default priority according to other wheel dps should be gearing up to hitcap and then increase the spell power into two, but more importantly, the following worrying series should be considered: when the moon kin the critical audience, it will regain mana, where the attack level 9-10 is attacked. This can often be more than the basic cost of spelling. While it is
easy to think that this will result in no mana loss (the throwing circuit is not mana plus), it can often get close to this in easy and extended battles, such as Patchwerk, at this level, often involving moving mana regeneration capabilities, opting for raiding entry levels such as Intensity in the resto tree and moving on to pure damage talent. It can't be stressed enough that critting is an
important aim for Moonkin with so many talents, such as revenge, which greatly improves your opportunities, seriously striking, and it is important that these are monitored and invested in particular. In the raid, rotation is quite mechanical, ranging from transition to eclipse. Enter DoTs and penalties until you get the Starfire (moon collapse) eclipse, change to Starfire during the
eclipse, then continue casting Starfire until you get punished (Solar) Eclipse &gt; Switch to Fury and continue until another Lunar Eclipse happens, refresh the DoTs as needed, but if your DoTs fall out in the second half of the eclipse, you should consider waiting until the solar eclipse is over before taking them. In addition, the symbol of Starfire is the bonus level 9 2 makes this
test. When further complicated by idols and bonuses, this level set really depends on the style of play and the equipment available. Often in attack situations, the correct program of DoTs within your Eclipse cycle makes a difference in the DPS table, two important symbols important for sustained DPS RAID, as Glyph's Starfire and Glyph's Moonfire, the farthest of Starfire extends
the point of moonfire, while Glyph's Moonfire makes the DoT section more powerful, providing great power. Moonfire and Starfire are called soft-cap for dash, sitting at 400, beyond which these spells lose any special benefits. Moonkins aim to approach but not over this, exchanging statistics to aim at crit when approaching 400. This has made the druid balance (properly specced)
a very excellent layer in pvp. However, since it is not possible to use regenerative spells in moonkin form, the sometimes necessary strategy of the form decreases and the treatment means a large mana cost and can be cumbersome. Hassle
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